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		With more than 500 new apps entering the market every day, what does it take to build a successful digital product? You can greatly reduce your risk of failure with design sprints, a process that enables your team to prototype and test a digital product idea within a week. This practical guide shows you exactly what a design sprint involves and how you can incorporate the process into your organization.

	
		Design sprints not only let you test digital product ideas before you pour too many resources into a project, they also help everyone get on board—whether they’re team members, decision makers, or potential users. You’ll know within days whether a particular product idea is worth pursuing.

	
		Design sprints enable you to:

		
			Clarify the problem at hand, and identify the needs of potential users
	
			Explore solutions through brainstorming and sketching exercises
	
			Distill your ideas into one or two solutions that you can test
	
			Prototype your solution and bring it to life
	
			Test the prototype with people who would use it
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Resumes for Communications CareersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Communications is a wide-ranging field covering everything from public relations to broadcast journalism to technical writing. Despite the diversity of options, competition for these highly coveted positions is fierce. Give yourself an edge by consulting Resumes for Communications Careers, packed with expert advice on crafting a...
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Transformations and Projections in Computer GraphicsSpringer, 2006
There is no question that computer graphics has become an important field that pervades our lives in many areas. Many advertisements on television and in magazines are graphical and are created on computers. The screens of computers, PDAs, cellular telephones, and similar devices interact graphically with the user. More and more fulllength feature...
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Extreme Programming with Ant: Building and Deploying Java Applications with JSP, EJB, XSLT, XDoclet, and JUnit (Developers Library)Sams Publishing, 2003
You've heard about Extreme Programming. You might have read articles or books describing the XP process, but what next? How do you implement XP principles into an actual Java project? This unique book explains everything you need for XP development, starting with Ant, the popular Java build tool. The authors describe every stage of a real-world...
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Cisco CCNA/CCENT Exam 640-802, 640-822, 640-816 Preparation KitSyngress Publishing, 2009

	To have a successful career as a Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA), it is imperative that you understand the terminology used by individuals in the field of networking. To communicate effectively with peers and staff, you need to have a firm grasp on concepts and jargon you will be exposed to as a CCNA. Understanding basic terms and...
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Biostatistics with R: An Introduction to Statistics Through Biological Data (Use R!)Springer, 2011

	Biostatistics with R is designed around the dynamic interplay among statistical methods, their applications in biology, and their implementation.  The book explains basic statistical concepts with a simple yet rigorous language. 
...
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The Art of Multiprocessor Programming, Revised ReprintMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Revised and updated with improvements conceived in parallel programming courses, The Art of Multiprocessor Programming is an authoritative guide to multicore programming. It introduces a higher level set of software development skills than that needed for efficient single-core programming. This book provides comprehensive coverage of...
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